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Flick' s Story
Flick's story is a compilation of her own notes and a recorded conversation with Flick
and her support worker.
Flick's story
Introduction
Flick (Felicity): I am a 29 year old woman living independently in the community. I
share with a friend living with a disability. I live with cerebral palsy and use a
communication device to assist her with communicating and a wheelchair for
mobility.
Researcher: Flick lives in a lovely old house in the community in above average
residential area. She shares the house with a friend who also lives with disability.
Flick: I have a supportive family and they have supported me to take steps to live
independently. Community living Project (CLP) have also given me a lot of support to
make choices about the way I want to live.
Researcher: CLP assist Flick to have a team of support workers who support her
across the day with different things. That includes everything she chooses to do such
as personal care, recreational activities, casual employment activities,
communication and paying bills. Flick indicates that having a good support team is
essential for her to exercise control and choice, and to be able to live a good life.
Flick:
Valued roles that I currently fulfil: friend, granddaughter, child/daughter, sister,
auntie, neice cousin, tenant, traveller, consumer, car owner, workshop presenter,
service user in local businesses, e.g. swimming, shopping, hotels, hairdressers.
People in My Life That Aren’t Paid: family members, friends, people I meet when I
am participating in work, the community and recreation.
Personal goals:
 I want to learn about my funding;
 I want to live by myself;
 I want to do more presentations;
 I want to write and share my story more.
 I want to try new things;
 I want to spend time with friends; and
 I want to spend time by myself.[

Perceive Barriers to personal goals:
 Money-funding not enough-for what I want to do
 Creating ideas
 Learning and understanding funding
 I am a nervous person-overcoming my nerves
 Communication-Pathfinder and Grid not perfect technology
 Support staff understanding my devices and helping me to write and store
presentations
 Fears related to nervousness
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 Finding places that have access for people living with disability

Finding the best way to tell my story
Support worker: As a casual employee Flick is able to prepare presentations for
workshops so she is able to earn some money. She has presented to school
students living with special needs and currently present in a series of workshops to
increase understanding about how people living with disability are able to achieve a
good life. The focus of the presentations are educative about disability and how to
improve one's life. The presentations are very well received with people indicating
that it is of great value to hear from the person living with disability about the
experience of challenges and achievements. Workshop participants make special
mention of the importance of Flick' s presentation in the development of increased
understanding. Flick indicates that sometimes it is frustrating for Flick not being able
to communicate easily.
Recreation
Flick enjoys going out and the support team assist her to do that. Most of all Flick
enjoys going to the city for walks and for shopping. She enjoys being around people.
Flick indicates that she prefers to relate to people one-to-one rather than attend
groups.
Researcher: Despite that life can be difficult at times Flick indicates that she is a
happy and positive person. Sometimes she does feel down but she doesn't let it
overwhelm her. Usually during these times she communicates with her support
workers or family and friends.
Researcher: Flick indicates that she is happy with her life and would not change
anything. Her support worker reminds her that she is making one big change in her
life at the moment. Flick is planning to move in approximately 6 months to another
house where she can live alone. Flick will enjoy the freedom of not having to worry
about other people such as a housemate. She is in the process of accessing another
house but it may take some time.
Working toward goals
Flick indicates that setting goals and working towards them has been important to
her in getting a good life.
Support worker: Flick I think you've talked a lot about the importance of making your
own choices. I think that's a big one for Flick. She doesn't want to feel like she's
sitting there and doing what other people say when she's not wanting to be doing
that. For Flick it is about choosing support workers, choosing friends, choosing what
she will do each day, when she will shower, what she will wear and eat. Flick wants
to and is in control of all aspects of her life.
Researcher: In summary Flick has identified 4 activities as important factors in the
ability to live a good life, these being:
1. Having relevant support
2. Having choice and control about how life happens
3. Setting goals
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4. Being involved in the community through a work role and recreational
activities
Support worker: “With regard to getting a good life Flick's a ‘pro’… She has been
doing it since the age of 6 to 7”.
Disclaimer
This website has been developed by Purple Orange (the shopfront of the Julia Farr Association) to provide
public access to information that may be helpful in respect of disability issues.
While our goal is that all the information on this website is accurate and verifiable, we cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or relevance of the information to the purpose of anyone visiting
the website.
We give no warranty that the information is free of infection by computer viruses or other contamination, nor
that access to the website or any part of it will not suffer from interruption from time to time, without notice.
We have included links to other websites as a convenience to visitors wishing to find out more information
about disability issues. Julia Farr Association does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy, availability or
appropriateness to the user’s purpose of any information or services on any other website.
The views expressed in these stories are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Julia Farr
Association Inc. or In Control Australia. We do not accept liability however arising, including liability for
negligence, for any loss resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the information expressed in these stories.
In some instances, stories may have been edited for practical purposes, but care has been taken not to change
the author’s ‘voice’ or the integrity or purpose of the narrative.
© Felicity Hunt 2013. Except as provided by the Copyright Act 1968, no part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior written
permission of the publisher.
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